Time for Calls: PLAN YOUR ERASMUS+ MOBILITY

The Universidad de León offers lots of international opportunities for its students. Get ready to apply for the ones that you find of interest and you will live one of the best experiences of your life, both personally and academically. During the coming weeks staff from International Relations will organize informative meetings in all the faculties and schools. Don’t miss this opportunity!

https://unileon.es/internacional

Open Calls for Administrative Staff and Faculty

There are currently Calls available for Administrative Staff and Faculty of the Universidad de León. Check out the international page of the ULe website.

Last call:
ERASMUS + KA103 Training and Teaching (between European countries) Application deadline October 23rd. More info at: www.unileon.es/internacional

Search for an International Week

If you are a member of the administrative staff or faculty of the ULe you have the opportunity to internationalize your CV and your experience at an International Week.

You can find and apply for International Weeks through the i-MOTION search engine (http://staffmobilityeu/), or you can also get in touch directly with contacts you may have in other universities and can inform you.

Visiting Professor Program:
Politécnico de Bragança / l'Université Bordeaux Montaigne

Our colleagues from the Instituto Politécnico de Bragança offer Visiting Professor Positions for the Second Semester of the current academic year 2019/2020. Link

In addition, l'Université Bordeaux Montaigne has also sent us information of their own Program. Link
International Mobility Grants for Students

**ERASMUS+ KA103**
You can say that Erasmus+ is the Scholarship that gets Europe moving. Over 400 students a year from ULe benefit from an Erasmus+ KA103 mobility. From Lisbon to Helsinki, from Bordeaux to Athens. The possibilities you have with this opportunity are endless.

**ERASMUS+ KA107**
Erasmus+ is much more than Europe. New opportunities arise in places that, in many cases, you probably had never imagined visiting. Discover through the Erasmus KA107 that the world is not just the ULe and its campus.

**AMICUS PROGRAM**
ULe’s own program offers students attractive destinations such as the United States, Australia, Japan or Latin America. Through Bilateral Agreements that the Universidad de León has signed with other universities. It will be one of the greatest experiences of your life.

**SICUE**
National mobility program, for students from ULe to take a semester or an academic year at another Spanish university.

**ERASMUS+ TRAINEESHIP**
The traineeship mobility allows you to have a work experience in another country in Europe.

---

**EVALUATE PROJECT**
From September 4th to 6th the final Congress of the EVALUATE European Project took place at the ULe. It is a project managed by the International Projects Office, aimed at evaluating and promoting tele-collaboration in teacher training, an initiative led by the León academic institution that has gathered 160 experts from 34 countries in León.

This congress was organized with the coordination of Professor Robert O’Dowd in collaboration with UNICollaboration - the interdisciplinary organization for Virtual Exchanges in university education - and has also involved two other Erasmus+ initiatives: the KA3 EVOLVE project and Erasmus+ Virtual Exchange. Link to the news.

**Call for awards «University, Knowledge and Agenda 2030»**
The aim of these awards is to identify the best TFC or TFM related to the topics covered by the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) within the 2030 Agenda. Link.

**Internationalization at home:**

**#centroideidiomas**

**ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-2020 in the Language Center of the ULe.**

**Open for enrollment!**
Next to the San Francisco Park you have the door to the world. If you speak languages the world is not so big. Find out about the regular courses that will begin October 14-15.

**Official language certificates**
In addition, the Language Center of the Universidad de León offers the best certifications available: Oxford Test of English, ACLES, TOEIC, IELTS, CAPLE (Portuguese), DELE (Spanish) and also preparation courses for those examinations.